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Topten Act aims at transforming the European market of energy-using products towards higher 
energy efficiency by addressing non-technical market barriers. Topten Act works in order to: 

1. Increase consumer purchases of top energy-efficient products in Europe: Topten Act identifies the 
top energy-efficient products in 16 European countries, and pushes this information to consumers 
through tailored national websites and targeted communications activities. Topten websites are a free, 
accessible to all, ‘public service’ that helps consumers navigate the myriad of energy-using products 
offered to them in AT, BE, CZ, FR, DE, IT, LT, LU, NO, PL, PT, RO, ES, SE, CH and UK. 

2. Increase the availability and visibility of top energy-efficient products on EU markets: Consumer 
demand for top energy-efficient products improves Topten Act’s ability to: 1) work with manufacturers 
to help them steer production lines towards more energy-efficient products; 2) support retailers to 
display and promote energy-efficient products in their shops.  

3. Increase large buyers’ knowledge of and demand for top energy-efficient products in Europe (both 
public and private entities): Large buyers have the ability to steer the market towards more energy-
efficient products. Topten Act approaches them with information on products of their interest (e.g. 
office equipment, vehicles) and offers direct advice in preparing calls for tenders that include energy 
efficiency criteria.  
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Introduction 
 
Topten ACT aims at transforming the European market of energy-using products 
towards higher energy efficiency. 
 
Topten ACT identifies the top energy-efficient products in 16 European countries, 
and makes this information available to consumers and large buyers on tailored 
national websites. The most energy efficient models in different product categories 
(such as household appliances, lighting, office equipment, consumer electronics, 
cars) are presented with comprehensive product information based on official labels 
and standardized declarations. Topten works with manufacturers and thus increases 
both market offer and consumer demand of high energy efficiency products. Topten 
is strictly neutral and independent from manufacturers and retailers, its selection 
criteria are always published online.  
 
Within the market transformation toolbox, Topten is considered as a "soft measure", 
a measure that definitely impacts the market on crucial aspects: it is a market shifter, 
a facilitator, an education tool, a decision-making aid.  
 
Central to the function and communication of Topten is the Topten software. Topten 
needs a strong and flexible website to display best products and attract consumers, 
manufacturers and retailers as well as policy stakeholders. Each of the 16 national 
websites displays the best products of the national market in addition to national 
information on energy efficiency. Topten.eu is a central website that shows the best 
products on the European market and provides a reliable source of information 
for policy makers and researchers about the current BAT products. 
 
The initial software for the Topten website was created and implemented in 2006. 
Due to rapid development of new software technologies, this version was not 
compatible with current requirements anymore and had to be replaced in order to 
remain viable. The main criteria for the development of a new software and modern 
website were: a stable and mature enough for the usage and maintaining in 
time, improved design, basic responsive design, filters for individualised lists, a 
feature to add daily shop links in automatic exchange with online shop websites, 
SEO features and API interface.  
 
The hard work for the Topten website has been recognised by European 
Commission: Topten has last year been selected as a finalist for the EU Sustainable 
Energy Award 2017, which recognises outstanding innovation in energy efficiency 
and renewable technology. Each finalist has been portrayed with a short 60-second 
film. See how the Europe-wide Topten network contributes to the energy revolution 
on www.topten.ch/video.  
 

The Topten software 2.0 is also making its way across the ocean: Argentina and 
Brazil will be up and running this summer 2018 with the all new web solution – 
enabling further 250 million persons a quick and reliable access to green products. 
  

http://eusew.eu/awards-public-vote
http://eusew.eu/awards-public-vote
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=gV6Qy4IEOEA
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1. Structure of the new software 
 
The Topten software is all about product lists of best-in-class products which are 
energy-efficient, resource-efficient and eco-friendly. These product lists need to be 
stored, maintained and nicely displayed. The Topten software therefore is based on 
two core components: a database and a content management system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The heart of the software is a so-called product information management system  
(PIM) which stores the products and enables product editors to edit products in the 
database. We use the very common and versatile solution called Akeneo. The other 
main part of the software is the content management systems (CMS) which 
processes the product lists for the frontend and manages the written content (news, 
advisers and procurement guides etc.). The CMS is based on the Yii framework. 
These tools are not only developer-friendly, flexible and scalable but have a very 
user-friendly backend which make the daily work for content and product editors 
easy. Both systems (PIM and CMS) are connected and synchronised (see Figure 1). 
An automatic data transfer is daily set to keep product information always up to date. 
 
Besides these product lists the Topten software manages and displays product 
guides, selection criteria, articles, documents, listings of financial rebate 
programs, competitions and a blog. This additional content is managed by the 
CMS system and different layout schemes, rules and settings have been 
programmed for each content format. 
 

2. List of features 
 
The list below is an overview of the software features. The most important ones will 
be explained and highlighted below along with three chapters on user experience 
(3), database and CMS improvements (4.1 / 4.2), and the exchange with partner 
sites and online retailers (4.3). 

Figure 1: Product data from the product information system (left) is pulled from the content management system 
(middle) and displayed to the Topten website (right) 
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• Content management: articles, 

categories, static pages, carousels etc. 

• Translations editor (file based or database 
editable) 

• Language selector (with or without URL 
suffix) 

• User management (role-based)   

• Application settings management 

• Shop link matching with external shops  

• Best price function 

• Branding of product lists (for cooperation 
with other labels, i.e. TCO) 

• RESTful API (token protected)  

• Responsive design capabilities (using 

latest Bootstrap versions)   

• Data tables with export feature, 
expandable rows and detail page, filters 
and sorting 

• Control panel for quickly triggering 
automated services (data synch, cache 
flush etc.) 

• File Manager   

• Optimised loading times (lazy load, image 
optimisations & pagination etc.) 

• OAuth authorisation   

• Database agnostic (It can use SQL and 
NoSQL databases simultaneously without 

any  major codebase modifications)   

• Caching agnostic (It can use any caching 
system without changing the codebase)  

• Docker and Vagrant support 

• Test suite 

• Many UI features: range picker, multi 
select, search autocompletion, tooltips, 
modals, flash alerts etc. 

• External link tracking with Google API 
(incl. automated reports) 

• Full product search 

• Breadcrumbs navigation 

• Contact form with answer management 
system 

• Secure connections thanks to https  

 

3. User experience: making the choice for energy-efficient 
products easy 

 
The new Topten software is optimised for user friendliness. Since 2016 the Swiss 
Topten database added around 1’500 new products and has grown to more than 
6’600 best-in-class products in more than 50 categories. With this broad product 
range it is crucial for the user that the information for energy-efficient products are 
quickly and easy accessible. User experience has improved with the new Topten 
software due to better user guidance, displaying the right content at the right place 
and adding more shop links functionalities. The software has an up-to-date frontend 
which highly resembles common online shop interfaces and lets users quickly 
engage in finding the best product for their needs (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: The new Topten product lists with filters, sorting functionalities, integrated shop links and best prices 

3.1. User guidance 
 
The user experience in regard to guiding the user to the most relevant content has 
been the centre of our software update. The frontend has an all new homepage 
displaying an overview and direct access to the most relevant contents. The 
homepage catches the attention of the user with an image carrousel which displays 
the latest news. Just below the user finds the most clicked product categories 
(automatically calculated on the figures of the last month). Furthermore, the user has 
a quick access to all product guides and financial rebate programmes for 
energy-efficient appliances. The start page also displays a nice overview of the 
latest documents and reports. The start page therefore highlights latest news, 
most relevant products and an entry point to background information on energy 
efficiency. 
 
Finally, the start page and the website overall are clearly structured with a private 
and a business section with a separate product navigation but also specialised 
content. The private section contains all household, electronic and lighting devices 
for consumers. Some countries even cover cars, e-bikes, e-motos, leisure activities 
and an overview of suppliers of green electricity. Whereas the business section 
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contains commercial appliances, financial rebate programmes for companies and 
procurement guides. 
 
The product lists are very easily accessible from every site through a dropdown 
image navigation. The navigation contains all main product categories. The product 
navigation has especially been optimised for mobile devices. It now nicely guides the 
user to the right product lists thanks to a common hamburger icon and basic pattern 
for mobile navigation (see Figure 3). Finally, every single products page got a 
breadcrumb navigation which helps users to quickly see in which category they are 
and gives them the possibility to quickly navigate back to the full list. 
 

  

Figure 3: Mobile navigation and mobile view of the Topten Software 

The product lists themselves have a default sorting order which displays the best 
products according to the most important feature such as energy efficiency class, 
efficiency index, electricity costs or efficacy values such as Lumen per Watts. The 
lists provide different filters with multi-select and range bars functionalities (see 
Figure 4). Each product list contains context buttons to the respective product 
guides, selection criteria and – if provided – logos with links to partners or to 
financial rebate programmes. 
 

 

Figure 4: Product lists with enhanced functionalities in the case for the notebook list based on TCO criteria 
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3.2. Shop links: automatic, daily best prices 
 

The Topten software with its updated shop link functionality helps users not only to 
save money thanks to energy-efficient products but also thanks to automatic, daily 
shop links which are provided from a wide range of online retailers. Each product list 
automatically gets updated daily and matches the Topten products with the daily 
prices of the online retailers which Topten is in cooperation with. The daily best 
price for each product is highlighted. 
 
Each product is not only enriched with the best price but also with the deep links to 
the respective online retailers and further information such as availability etc. Shop 
links are visually appealing with nice logos, easy accessible information and 
buttons. Thanks to the shop link and best price functionality the Topten software is 
not only a product overview and guidance tool but also comes with a powerful and 
very useful price comparison tool. It is a two-in one solution and can simplify a 
green purchase massively. 
 

3.3. Automatic and Rich Information: Displaying the Right Content at the 
Right Place 

 
For a good user experience the new software also has various features which 
display the right content at the right place. 
 
The software which is used within different European countries and language region 
ships with a browser language detection feature and automatically redirects the 
user to the according language thanks to its internationalisation and localisation tool 
(i18n). 
 
Product guides, selection criteria sites and static pages have the possibility to display 
teaser boxes showing the top five products of the corresponding product list (see 
Figure 5). These teaser boxes help to keep the users on the web site and bring them 
to the right product list. The teaser boxes are populated automatically and are 
always up-to date. 
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Figure 5: Product guide on fridges with an automatic right teaser box of the best five products 

 
The new product lists have been enhanced with additional helpful information for the 
users. If an energy label is provided for a product category, then the according 
energy class is displayed directly over the product image. Each product list also 
lists the number of products within the product list which is automatically updated if 
a user adds filter settings. Furthermore, the lists show the latest update date. Each 
product list comes with a versatile export function of the displayed product lists 
(Excel, PDF etc.) making an in-depth product comparison easier. 
 

Since the new software has undergone heavy changes and has an entirely new 
structure a thorough redirect map from the old URLs to the new URLs was needed. 
The software has a migration script which not only migrated the old content to the 
new site but also semi-automatically then set the redirect map for all these new 
URLs. The redirect map is hosted on a Gitlab folder which can be very easy 
accessed by the local webmaster and content editors to set new redirects or URL 
aliases. 

 

4. A strong backbone: matching database and CMS  

 

The software is based on two fundamental components – a product information 
management system (PIM) to manage the product information and a content 
management system (CMS) for written content, layout and display of product lists. 
The PIM is basically a database which comes with many tools for updating and 
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managing content with an online graphical user interface. The data is read by the 
CMS system and displayed then to the user. The PIM and the CMS have been 
mutually set up and developed resulting in a stable, flexible and fast software 
stack. 
 

4.1. Akeneo: More than just a database 
 

Managing more than 6’500 best-in-class products in more than 50 categories just for 
the case of Switzerland makes it clear how important it is to have a database which 
can be easily maintained by a content team and not only by one database 
specialist. Akeneo with its graphical user interface makes daily updating of a 
product database with an almost unlimited number of attributes feasible (see Figure 
6). 
 

 

Figure 6: A properly set up product information system is the core of Topten product lists 

 
Importing and updating data can be done via Excel sheets, a sequential attribute 
wizard or manually via a tidy online user interface. Akeneo comes with an import 
engine which has been customised with scripted import jobs to facilitate bulk 
imports. The import engine also comes with a completeness tool which verifies the 
data consistence before writing the data to the data base. These import jobs make 
especially the bulk upload for images and associations of product series and 
variants reasonable. Since many products come in countless different variations 
(colours, sizes etc.) managing associations of main and product variants is a crucial 
feature for keeping product lists clean. 
 
Organising products and displaying most important product attributes is made easy 
by the attribute management system of Akeneo. Product attributes are not only 
simple values but thanks to Akeneo attributes can be grouped in different views, 
groups and families. Furthermore, attributes can be set as filters or sort attributes. 
Even if Akeneo gives the possibility to bulk edit these attribute settings or simply edit 
single changes via its graphical attribute management system, the first setup of 
these helpful features needs time for the product editors.  
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The attribute view settings determine on which level the product attributes are 
shown. We have three levels of views: 

• Collapsed view: Show only the most important product attributes 
• Extended view: Show additional product attributes which the user might need 
• Detail view: Show all the product attributes 

 
The attribute management system makes the organising of products easy thanks to 
group and family assignments. Attribute families define which attributes belong to a 
product category and attribute groups define which attributes belong to a group 
which is recurring through different categories. For example, the attribute group 
energy contains attributes such as energy efficiency class or yearly energy 
consumption. Attribute groups create a clear structure in the visibility. Families give 
the option of only using the attributes really relevant for each product group; the 
attribute “screen_size” for example is relevant for TVs and monitors but not LEDs or 
vacuum cleaners. 
 
Akeneo ships with a native translation feature which keeps track of all attributes in 
different languages. By defining attribute codes and attribute language labels 
beforehand, multi-language product lists can be quickly edited via the attribute codes 
which corresponds to the language labels.  
 
Akeneo not only has an import engine but also an export engine which allows for 
customised scripts in order to create automatic export for different purposes such as 
a raw data base lists for the CMS or full product exports for product editors. 
 
Finally, Akeneo has a history feature which keeps tracks of all database changes. 
The log files are presented in the online tool and product editors can quickly see 
how, what and when changes to the products have been made.  

 

4.2. Yii 2.0: A flexible and scalable content management system 
 

The second core component of the Topten software stack is a CMS which is based 
on the Yii 2.0 framework (see Figure 7). It is not only a typical CMS system where 
content editors can publish and edit online content, it is also the interface between 
the product information management system (PIM) on Akeneo and the frontend. The 
Topten CMS is tied to the PIM. The PIM automatically exports the product 
database on a regular basis and the CMS publishes the content to the web site. 
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Figure 7: The backend of the Topten software 

 
The main content for the Topten software are the lists of the best-in-class products. 
The most important product settings are directly transferred to the frontend; however, 
the Topten software has additional settings for the product lists in the CMS 
backend. For each product list the product editor can set the default sorting order, 
add buttons for links to the according product guides and selection criteria, place 
banners for partner campaigns and set the most important SEO tags (title, 
description und keywords). All the settings can be set independently for each desired 
language. 
 
Besides the product lists the Topten websites also have product guides, selection 
criteria, documents and competitions. For each of these different page types, 
predefined templates, rules and settings are programmed in the CMS backend. 
There is a typical backend content editor (text or HTML view) and a general 
settings tab (layout, section, URL alias, extract, preview image etc.) for these sites. 
These different templates, the editor and the general tab settings make the daily 
work for content editors very convenient. 
 

In the admin section of the CMS we have developed a control panel with the most 
important and common tasks in order to trigger automated services for 
synchronisation or quick-fix processes. Different automated jobs can be started 
with one click by every editor to trigger manual synchronisation jobs for updating the 
product lists from the database or for re-matching online shop links and prices with 
our products. With a cache flush button, the entire pre-processed temporary stored 
data is deleted and with a panic mode button a static information site can be 
launched in case of server crash down. A server crash down by a software error is 
anyhow hardly possible since each site and synchronisation job is modular which 
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means that only that single content frame would crash through an error, all the other 
sites will be still running. 
 
The admin section of the backend has a graphical time line which displays the 
started and finished synchronisation jobs (data import and shop link matching). 
Additionally, the system provides status information how many shop links are 
matched (see Figure 8) and which terms have been translated to what language. 
These features help content and product editors to quickly spot uncommon issues. 
 

 
Figure 8: Status information on number of matched products with online shops in the content management 
system 

 

4.3. Synchronising with online shops and partner sites 
 

The Topten product lists have two key features which make them even more of an 
extensive public service: synchronisation with online shops and an API 
connection with partner sites. 
 

The Topten software stack has a shop link engine which matches the Topten 
selected products via EAN codes with the shop links and prices of online retailers. 
The shop links are either fetched from provided protected online shop lists (in CSV 
or Excel format) or via manual maintained Excel lists. The shop link engine then gets 
the deep links to the shop and the daily prices which are automatically attached to 
the Topten products. The software checks for the best price for each product within 
the online shops and within the product variants – if a white fridge is cheaper than its 
black variant, then the price for the white fridge is displayed. The best price is then 
presented prominently next to the product, the other prices and links can be 
extended by the user. All the matched shop links are furthermore tagged for the 
Google Analytics API which reports all the clicks on the shop links and can then 
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be tracked in the Google Analytics dashboard. This functionality is not an on-board 
service by Google Analytics since the API setting and the tagging needs to be done 
via the Topten software. Topten Switzerland has for example already around 20 
online shops integrated with more than 6’000 shop links matching. 
 

Finally, the Topten software has an API endpoint with a token protection. This 
means the entire Topten product database including product advice and images can 
be fetched by partner sites or apps. The endpoint has various parameters and API 
calls can be done very specific for different product lists, sorting, number of outputs 
etc. The API is fully documented on GetPostman and has live testing 
environment for the partners (see Figure 9). Topten has had various requests by 
other websites and services who would like to improve their service by using Topten 
data in their app or web services, for example for calculating energy savings of 
companies by switching to more efficient products. The Topten API is for these 
automated tasks an ideal solution. 
 
  

 
Figure 9: Screenshot of the full documentation of the Topten API on GetPostman 

 

5. Improvements for everyone: roll-outs to other European 
countries 

It is the goal of Topten to further the “one voice” approach with this new software, 
meaning that the basic structure and access will be kept the same for all new Topten 
websites to increase the recognition value. The code is for this reason stored and 
adjustable centrally; most versions are installed on two central servers to facilitate 
updates.  
That does not mean, however, that all national websites must be exactly the same. 
While the software is central, it is also modular, meaning features and extra 
functionalities can be chosen and adapted to national preferences and different 
layout templates implemented. Examples of this are the specialized layout of the 
French front-page based on national user-experience surveys and the promotion of 
national rebate programmes for highly energy efficient appliances in Switzerland and 
Austria.  
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The development and implementation of a software generally follows the following 
method: 

1. The main objectives of the software are identified. 
2. The best solutions for the objectives are identified and implemented as central 

code. 
3. The central code is implemented in a first roll-out to test for bugs and 

weaknesses and make improvements and adaptations as needed. Changes 
are included in the central code. 

4. A second roll-out is implemented to replicate the first one and test for 
compatibility of the code with different requirements. Changes and new 
features are made available in the central code. 

5. The rest of the roll-outs are implemented in batches of 2–3 roll-outs. This way 
content input by national content managers and customisations by the 
software developer can be ideally coordinated. 

 
The central code was developed using the repository Github and Gitlab. Github 
hosts the code for the central software including Akeneo, Yii and the synchronisation 
engines, whereas Gitlab supports planning, input and discussions for software 
features. For each roll-out a separate branch is created containing the basic version 
where country specific customisations can be implemented without influencing or 
damaging the central software and the other countries; if a transfer of features is 
desired, it can be easily done between branches. This means that the codebase is 
modular and interchangeable and all developed features (now and in the 
future) are available for all Topten countries.  
 

5.1. Roll-out process and first eight live versions 
For the Topten software, the supervision and guidance of the development were 
carried out by Topten Switzerland. As such, the first roll-out to test and improve was 
also implemented for topten.ch. Features like automatic shop links and API 
interfaces can only be successfully tested and improved with real life data. As 
such, optimisations for these features were developed after the Go-Live of topten.ch 
along with features to support Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) (see Figure 10).  

/Users/rothwell/Topten%20Schweiz%20Dropbox%20(1)/Topten%20Schweiz/1_Topten/3_Software/Z%20Intern/2017%20Bericht%20Ademe/topten.ch
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Figure 10: Newly developed feature to specify SEO tags for each product list 

 
The roll-out process itself contains three stages until the Go-Live and two stages 
after the Go-Live: 

1. Installation of basic stage version by software developer 
2. Content input to PMI and CMS by country content manager and decision 

about customisation wishes 
3. Implementation of customisations to stage version by software developer 
GO-LIVE 
4. Advanced steps: SEO settings, automatic shop links, re-directs, etc. 
5. Long term development of special features by software developer or national 

webmaster 
 
Customisation wishes include a decision about the colour scheme, the logo, footer 
and header, order and content of blocks and links on the front-page, order of menu 
items and small features like mouse-over pop-ups, twitter-feed, extra “read more” 
buttons. If countries have many customisation wishes or require the development of 
larger features, the process will take longer as features need to be defined, 
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developed, implemented, tested and finalised. As this delays the other roll-outs, 
special wishes were put to a lower priority during the roll-out process.  
 
Content input for the PIM includes the creation of a category structure in Akeneo, 
the definition of families and relevant attributes (and their attribute groups, options 
and parameters), the translation of all attributes, families and categories from code to 
label and the order of the attributes, attribute groups and attribute options; then the 
upload of products, images and of linking series and variant products.  
Content input for the CMS includes the creation of basic pages, NEWS articles, 
selection criteria and recommendations (for each list), flyers; category settings for 
each list like title, SEO content, links to selection criteria, recommendations and 
partners, image and initial sorting; translations for all front-page buttons and 
functions; shop links; re-directs and sitemap (from old website to new website).  
 

5.2. Where we are: status of the roll-outs 
 
Eight Topten countries are currently live with their new website, two more are 
working on content input in various stages.  
 
Topten Italy and France were the next country teams after Switzerland to 
receive stage versions with all adaptations being pushed to their repository branch.  
While Topten Italy and France were working on content input and customisations, we 
started the roll-out for Topten UK. Their contract for the old website was set to run 
out on 04.10.2017 and a Go-Live with the new software before that date made it 
unnecessary to renew or prolong the old contract. With a momentous focused effort 
by all parties, the new website for Topten UK was live within two weeks on the 
04.10.2017 (see Figure 11) – including customisations and all content input; by now 
shop links have also been added for most products. A big contributor to the fast 
migration from the old to the new software were experiences and existing materials 
from the topten.ch roll-out:  
 

• Akeneo structure: large parts could be used with few adaptations to the 
structure 

• Experiences with text and html migrations 

• Products: some product categories could be used with minimal changes 
(business lists, European market with fewer differences between national 
markets than for private products) 

• Images: already in correct format and ready for bulk upload 

• Copy/ paste of re-direct file with adaptation to old toptenuk.org links 

• Shop links: implementation of final and fully working version, no testing 
necessary 

• SEO: already implemented and ready for content input for each category 
 
Similar “short-cuts” could and can also be used for later roll-outs. For Italy and 
France, translations could be transferred from topten.ch for Akeneo translations as 
well as the l18n template translations for the Yii front end, making the migration 
process easier on the whole.  
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Figure 11: Topten UK (toptenuk.org) went Live on 04.10.2017 

Topten Italy was the next country to go live on 24.11.2017 (see Figure 12). 
During this process, Topten Italy furthered the “one voice” approach by taking the 
opportunity to migrate to a new URL www.topten.it while keeping the old 
www.eurotopten.it as secondary URL. They also adapted their logo to the central 
Topten logo design and implemented it on the new software.  
 

http://www.topten.it/
http://www.eurotopten.it/
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Figure 12: Topten Italy (topten.it) went Live on 24.11.2017 and implemented automatic shop links in 2018 

 
Since then Topten Italy has established an agreement with Idealo, a large 
comparison website in Italy which redirects towards numerous retailers, for a data 
exchange that enables the daily exchange of automatic shop links. The products are 
matched automatically and tagged with the daily best price and a link to buy the 
products without a separate Google search. Google Analytics were activated to track 
the clicks, prices and number of daily shop links. Topten Italy is in the process of 
establishing the same shoplink exchange with Amazon Italy and ebay Italy.  
 
Topten France went live with their new website www.guidetopten.fr on 
13.04.2018 (see Figure 13) and are now in the process of implementing shop links.  
Due to cultural peculiarities, Topten France tasked their own webmaster with 
implementing some design changes that would make the page more attractive to 
French users. France therefore created a new template. The adaptations focused on 
the start page layout and the detail page of products. The adaptations were built-in 
within the Topten software stack and uses the same database and content 
management system. This full template customisations shows that the software can 
handle the requirements from the different countries. 
 
The new detail page of France divides the attributes into cost aspects (purchase 
price, electricity and water cost over the product lifespan, total cost and savings if 
compared to a bad / regular model) and technical aspects (dimensions, functions, 

http://www.guidetopten.fr/
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consumption). The shop links will be displayed below the attributes and as usual 
include the name of the shops, daily price, links and availability (see Figure 14).  
 
 

 

Figure 13: Topten France (guidetopten.fr) went live in April 2018 
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Figure 14: The product detail page of Topten France including costs, technical details and shop links 

 
 
 
Topten Czech Republic went live with the new www.uspornespotrebice.cz on 
17.07.2018 (see Figure 15). As a self roll-out, Topten Czech Republic commissioned 
a national developer to install the stage version according to documentation provided 
by the developer of the central software – with additional support provided when 
needed – and to implement all customizations. The website contains an additional 
business section targeting a professional audience and showing 18 lists for 
professional and commercial cooling as well as professional printers. Negotiations 
with a major Czech price-comparison website in order to establish shoplinks are 
ongoing.  
 

http://www.uspornespotrebice.cz/
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Figure 15: The Business section of Topten Czech Republic provides tips on energy savings and product lists for 
companies 

 
Topten Portugal went live with their new website www.topten.pt on 25.07.2018 
(see Figure 16). The active contact to national companies and manufacturers is 
reflected in the specialized content in the Business section of the new website.  
Guided videos lead private consumers and companies through the website and 
highlight new functions such as filters for individual product lists and the page with 
guidelines for professional procurement (see Figure 17).  
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Figure 16: Topten Portugal (topten.pt) provides consumers with latest news about energy efficient appliances 
and brochures about the best and comfortable usage 

 

Figure 17: Videos guide visitors through the new topten.pt website and highlight functions 
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Topten Poland went live with their new website www.topten.info.pl on 
31.08.2018 (see Figure 18). First shoplinks have been added. In order to provide 
consumers with information about energy efficient building components, Topten 
Poland have established national partnerships with various portals and companies; 
the logo and link to each partner can be featured on respective lists through a simple 
backend function in Yii.   
 

 

Figure 18: Lists for building components on Topten Poland (topten.info.pl) use logos to showcase partnerships 

 
Topten Belgium also went live on 31.08.2018 (see Figure 19). As Dutch and 
French are both official languages in Belgium, the website was set up to display all 
information in both languages; while visitors can actively choose the language 
setting, the software automatically identifies each user’s preferences according to 
their browser settings and defaults to that language. During the roll-out process, 
Topten Belgium furthered the “one voice” approach by taking the opportunity to 
adapt their logo to the central Topten logo design and implemented it on the new 
software.  
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Figure 19: With a new logo Topten Belgium (topten.be) furthers the "one-voice" approach of Topten 

 
Status for each country 

a. CH: online (topten.ch) since 12.09.2017 
b. UK: online (toptenuk.org/) since 04.10.2017 
c. IT: online with new URL (topten.it) and old URL as secondary URL 

(eurotopten.it) since 24.11.2017 
d. FR: online (guidetopten.fr) with adapted template since 13.04.2018; final 

customisations were done on national level due to many new special features 
e. CZ: online (uspornespotrebice.cz) since 17.07.18, done as self roll-out with 

business section 
f. PT: online (topten.pt) since 25.07.18 with a well thought through front page for 

the business section in addition to the private section 
g. PL: online (topten.info.pl) since 31.08.18; starting shoplinks 
h. BE: online (topten.be) since 31.08.18 with new logo 
i. LUX: stage version since 22.11.17; customization wishes finished including 

embedded google map with POI; content input ongoing in Akeneo (two 
languages) 

j. LT: stage version since 18.06.18 with new URL and new logo; customizations 
complete; content input ongoing (4 lists complete) 

k. AT: call for proposals for adaptation to AT specifications is running; will start 
with stage version installation by central web developer in autumn 2018 

l. EU: more changes necessary due to different function. Will be done in 2018 
 

/Users/rothwell/Topten%20Schweiz%20Dropbox%20(1)/Topten%20Schweiz/1_Topten/3_Software/Z%20Intern/2017%20Bericht%20Ademe/topten.ch
http://toptenuk.org/
/Users/rothwell/Topten%20Schweiz%20Dropbox%20(1)/Topten%20Schweiz/1_Topten/3_Software/Z%20Intern/2017%20Bericht%20Ademe/topten.it
/Users/rothwell/Topten%20Schweiz%20Dropbox%20(1)/Topten%20Schweiz/1_Topten/3_Software/Z%20Intern/2017%20Bericht%20Ademe/eurotopten.it
http://www.guidetopten.fr/
http://www.uspornespotrebice.cz/
https://topten.pt/
http://topten.info.pl/
https://topten.be/
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Note: Topten Brazil, Argentina and Chile will also adapt the new software. The roll-
outs for Topten Brazil is ready for go-live, a launch event with partners is scheduled 
for November 2018. Argentina went live on 03.07.2018. Topten Chile is looking for a 
good time in their schedule to adapt the new software. 
 

5.3. How-to: support with content transfer and management 
 
Topten Switzerland offers support with the content transfer and management. In 
order to minimise redundancies, the following resources are and will be provided: 

• Instructions manual in Google documents with all relevant tasks for the 
transfer along with a description of the tasks, the responsible content 
manager, links to more detailed instructions for each task and relevant 
annotations. 

• Q&A sheet in Google documents for the most commonly asked questions 
and answers for each content area to supplement the instruction resources. 
Separate sheets are available for questions about Excel preparation, Akeneo, 
Yii, Gitlab and customisations. 
NEW: a new sheet has been added with a list of “special optional features” 
developed during the first roll-outs that not all countries might want to 
implement but that are ready and available on request.  

• Webcasts along with summarising tables of the most pertinent instruction 
details. The webcasts take the roll of small scale tutorials by each being no 
longer that 3–5 minutes and covering individual aspects (explanation of 
features, instruction for transfer steps) of the data transfer and management 
in Akeneo and the CMS; as such they are recordings of the task being done 
(visual) and verbally explained (audio). 

• A comprehensive vocabulary manual containing all relevant and new terms 
and vocabulary of the software in order to prevent vocabulary based 
misunderstandings or communication problems. 

• Support hotline by phone and email. Checking content files for formatting 
mistakes if initial uploads result in error messages due to small details; 
accompanying initial structure and product uploads; being available for 
questions about procedure, error notes and further issues. 

• A collection of example files for the data management with Akeneo, e.g. 
Excel files for attribute upload, attribute option upload, product upload, picture 
upload, variant and series association, 301 re-direct file, family codes 

• Instructions for advanced steps: Instruction or links to online instructions in 
Gitlab on the correct implementation of shop links (automatic and manual), 
301 re-direct files (for SEO), APIs to partner interfaces as well as a 
description to an image resizer by Ian Rothwell and a short list of known small 
bugs in Yii with current work arounds that will be fixed when more time is 
available after the roll-outs 

• 1h webinar by central software developer for self roll-outs and further 
developments by national webmasters, available on 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZvgtMSvjHU 

 
As many changes have been implemented before and after the Swiss Go-Live 
(starting with replacing Drupal with Yii), some webcasts and manuals were out of 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZvgtMSvjHU
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date. Most of them have already been re-done. An introduction manual for the use of 
the Gitlab repository to post development issues has been created. 
 
A comprehensive documentation of the code – for the use of webmasters for 
national roll-outs of further developments – has been (re-)written by the central 
software developer to include all recent changes. 

6. Potential and further development 
 
The new Topten software is a huge project. It not only provides users with the most 
energy- and resource-efficient products, it also supports users with product guides 
and background information and provides shop links with best prices and deep links 
to online retailers in order to facilitate a green purchase and bring consumers to take 
action. 
 
Due to this wide range of services of the Topten software upcoming work mainly 
includes maintaining the entire product database and content. Future projects 
incorporate more countries and more product categories – especially business 
appliances have untapped potentials. Topten is starting to build up more and more 
lists with top commercial products which incorporate still massive energy saving 
potentials. Also, the updating of our extensive product guides is an ongoing work 
which needs to keep pace with the rapid technology advance. 
 
The new Topten website has already the basic functionalities included and provides 
a software stack which is ready for additional implementations. New features will 
include: 

• a compare function of products 
• comment and rating functionalities for product guides 
• improved layout of the product lists 

o displaying units 
o more filters with an expandable filter view 
o smart filters 

• more customisation options for content and product editors 
o more CSS templates for content editors 
o start page with editable widgets 
o customisable menu navigation 

• improved mobile view for tablets 
 
Last but not least, the Topten software runs on two open source frameworks 
(Akeneo and Yii). Keeping pace with their updates and maintaining their mutual 
connections is an ongoing task. While the Topten software stack was developed 
especially the product information management system Akeneo got major updates 
which will help to eliminate bugs and improve performance further. 
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